DEGC Penalty Areas
Hole #2
1. Creek on the left-hand side. Beginning at the teeing ground ending at the culvert near the 150yd mark.
- penalty area begins to the right of the creek and runs left through the wooded area. If unmarked, ending
perpendicular with the culvert.
2. Wetland area on the right running up the hill to the Clubhouse.
3. Creek on the right-hand side. Beginning at the culvert continuing through the bridge to the #3 teeing ground.
-Penalty area begins on the left of the creek to include everything right, through the wooded area.
Hole #3
1. The creek and pond in front of and to the right of the teeing ground.
Hole #4
1. Wooded area to the Right of the cart path. (Drop on left side of path to the end of wooded area)
2. Beginning at the creek on the left-hand side running continuously to include the wetlands ending at the
wooded area.
3. Beginning at the culvert to the right of the cart path to include the creek and wet land to the right of the hole.
- It must be without certain doubt that a ball was lost in this area. If you are uncertain, play a provisional ball
from the tee. If the ball is found in the penalty area or, it is certain to be in the penalty area (i.e. verified by a
spotter) take relief accordingly and continue to play the original ball. If orig. ball was not found, continue with
your provisional.
Hole #5
1. Creek in front of tee box running across the hole into and including the marsh area up the right-hand side of
the hole.
Hole #6
1. Out of bounds left beginning at the large tree on the corner of residential property and ending at the wooded
area that runs behind the green.
2. Wooded area beginning at the out of bounds marker wrapping around the back of the green continuing left of
the #7 tee box continuing to and including the creek to the left of the #7 fairway.
Hole #7, #8, #9
1. The creek from #7 tee box running north to and including the pond on #9.
Hole #10

1.Marsh area on the left at the bottom of the hill continuing across the road to include the wooded are to the
left of the road.
2. Marsh area on the right beginning after the access path continuing to the access path before the creek.
3. The creek running perpendicular to the hole.
Hole #11
1. Left of the road running the length of the hole to the left (take relief right of the road).
2. Creek running down the right side of the hole crossing in front of the green ending at the culvert running
under the road.
3. Out of bounds on the left beginning at the end of the penalty area on the left ending at the creek on the right
Hole #12
1. Wetland in front of tee box ending at the cart path.
2. Wetland area behind #13 tee box.
Hole #13
1. Wetland off of the left of the tee box.
2. Wetland area to the left of 150yd mark between the wooded areas
3. Creek to the right of the green.
Hole #14
1. Creek/Marsh area to the right of the hole. Including the wet area (cat tails) before and to the right of the
150yd marker
Hole #15
1. Creek Behind the green.
Hole #16
1. Creek running in front of the tee box across the hole
2. Wetland left of the cart path to include the cart path. (take relief to the right of the cart path)
3. Wetland to the right of the hole ending at the access path.

Where unmarked take relief within accordance to the USGA rule 17. You may take sensible relief as to not gain
an unfair advantage.

Abnormal Course Conditions
Unmown AreasAn area on the hole where grass lengths are inconsistent with those on the rest of the hole. (May be used in the
fairway as well as the rough) These areas will usually be roped off areas due to course conditions. Please use
your discretion and consult the other members in your group.
Free relief from lie, stance, or area of intended swing. Nearest point of relief plus one club length no closer to
the hole.
Or, if a ball is known to be lost in an abnormal area, without certain doubt, you may take relief without penalty.
Bare Spots in FairwayYou may take relief from a bare spot on a fairway that is larger than the area of a DEGC scorecard.
Take proper relief within one club length no closer to the hole without penalty.
Imbedded Ball
Imbedded ball rule will be in effect in the general area.
You may lift clean and drop, without penalty, as near as possible to the spot where it lay but not nearer to the
hole.
Uneven Mounding
Until further notice: You may take free relief from the uneven areas (#10 Left of green and #11 right of creek) as
a result of the dredging of the creek bed.
Free relief from lie, or stance. Nearest point of relief plus one club length no closer to the hole.

